Figure 5-397.503
40MH Prestressed Concrete Beam (Pretensioned) 40MH-


Revised 10-22-2019
At BEAM ELEVATION:
• Removed numbered note® from the sole plate note at the beam end.

Under GENERAL NOTES:
• Removed numbered note®, then renumbered the rest of the numbered notes so they are sequential.
  (Followed suit with the renumbering throughout the standard).

Revised 02-27-2019
At BEAM ELEVATION:
• Modified Designer Note in upper left corner from “3” MIN. SPS. FOR SPLITTING REINFORCEMENT”
  to “2½” MIN. SPS. FOR SPLITTING REINFORCEMENT”

At END VIEW and SECTION AT CL SPAN:
• Added shaded “dots” to indicate the minimum locations where strands should be placed.

At END VIEW:
• Added Designer Note “BASE STRANDS TO BE USED IN ALL BEAM DESIGNS, SEE BDM ARTICLE
  5.4.3”

Approved, and signed, December 20, 2018
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